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ABSTRACT
Austin Energy plans to offer residential customers a new
solar net metering tariff based on the value of solar energy
generated from distributed photovoltaic (PV) systems in the
grid to the utility in place of traditional net metering. Austin
Energy worked with Clean Power Research (CPR) to
employ the algorithms from a utility value calculator to
design the solar tariff. A rebate structure was also designed
in order to ensure that customers still satisfy a key economic
cost-effectiveness test and address first-cost barriers facing
solar customers. These two revenue types – an ongoing
credit for solar production, and a one-time rebate – begin a
transition toward production-based incentives for residential
customers based on actual value credits for solar generation
and steadily declining up-front rebates.
1. INTRODUCTION
Austin Energy’s solar energy incentive programs seek value
parity between distributed solar PV options and so-called
“conventional generation” options. Austin Energy’s
approach therefore differs significantly from the traditional
“grid parity” objective of equivalent levelized cost of energy
between solar and the average utility cost of energy from
fully commercialized conventional resources. The goal for
Austin Energy is parity in value, not just cost.
Beginning with the federal Public Utility Regulatory Act
passed by Congress in 1978, utilities generally paid an
“avoided cost” value for customer-generated energy,
typically set at the marginal price of fuel for an incremental
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unit of energy. Many states implemented net metering
policies as an improvement over traditional marginal
avoided cost approaches for valuing distributed solar
generation, in order to reflect the added value of energy
generated at or near the point of consumption.
While net metering represents a significant improvement in
reflecting the value of distributed solar energy compared to
the avoided cost approach, problems remain. First, the retail
price paid by the customer and credited for solar energy
under net metering (the value of “spinning the meter
backwards”) does not necessarily represent and likely
under-represents the full value of distributed solar
generation.
Second, net metering induces two unintended consequences:
1. Solar customers size their solar systems against
their baseload level of energy consumption because
net metering systems typically pay the old avoided
cost value for excess generation. This is a practical
reflection of the fact that solar capacity is fairly
expensive and that excess generation rewards the
customer at a very low rate. Of course, most of a
solar system’s excess generation is delivered to the
utility at a time when the value of that energy often
greatly exceeds the avoided cost rate.
2. Net metering value is coupled with consumption.
That is, the value to the customer for a kWh of
solar energy that offsets a unit of energy
consumption is much greater that the value of
excess generation, which is only credited at the
avoided cost rate. Austin Energy’s experience is

Austin Energy designed its new “value of solar” rate to
address these unintended consequences and offer an
improved, decoupled net metering approach.

Loss savings represent the benefits that distributed
resources provide by reducing system losses by producing
power in the same location where it is used. Loss savings
increase the value of other benefits across generation,
transmission, and distribution systems, and are computed
differently depending upon benefit category. However, for
all categories, loss savings are calculated hourly on the
margin.

Austin Energy worked with CPR to develop an approach for
more accurately estimating the value of energy from
distributed solar systems to the utility. The value of solar
approach is still an avoided cost calculation at heart, but
improves on that approach and net metering by calculating a
unique, annually adjusted value for distributed solar energy.

Energy savings are the benefits from distributed PV
generation’s offset of wholesale energy purchases. Energy
value equals PV output plus loss savings times marginal
energy cost. Marginal energy costs are based on fuel and
O&M costs of the generator most likely operating on the
margin (typically, a combined cycle gas turbine).

Accurately computing a value of distributed solar energy is
complicated. Difficulties inherent in accurate calculation
include: modeling PV generation for locations without solar
ground measurements; ensuring that the modeled outputs
cover specific hours in which coincident electric loads have
been measured by the utility; calculating marginal line loss
savings during those same hours; forecasting fuel prices;
determining the effective capacity of PV by calculating
hourly loss of load probabilities; and applying principles of
engineering economics. These requirements have
historically made solar value studies technically difficult
and thus cost-prohibitive for utilities and energy agencies
alike.

Generation capacity savings are the benefits of added
capacity provided to the generation system by distributed
PV. It is calculated as the product of the cost of capacity
times PV’s effective load carrying capability (ELCC),
taking into account loss savings.

that many solar customers recognize and respond
to this signal to use more energy, based upon some
sense that their consumption is “free” when a solar
system is installed.

2. DISTRIBUTED PV VALUE CALCULATOR
To address these issues, Austin Energy utilized algorithms
developed by CPR for the purpose of streamlining value
studies of this type. These algorithms underpin a web-based
value calculator [1] that facilitates the entry of economic
and technical assumptions and quickly performs study
scenarios using previously published methodologies [2].
The tool is able calculates the following value components:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loss savings
Energy savings
Generation capacity savings
Fuel price hedge value
T&D capacity savings
Environmental benefits

Taken together, these savings reflect the value of distributed
solar energy to the utility—a “break-even” value for a
specific kind of distributed generation resource, and a value
at which the utility is economically neutral to whether it
supplies such a unit of energy or obtains it from the
customer.

Fuel price hedge value represents the value of the fact that
distributed PV generation has no fuel price uncertainty. It is
calculated by determining how much it would cost to
eliminate the fuel price uncertainty associated with natural
gas generation through procurement of commodity futures.
T&D capacity savings are the benefits that distributed PV
generation provides by reducing peak loading on the T&D
system – delaying the need for capital investments in the
T&D system. It equals the expected long-term T&D system
capacity upgrade cost, divided by load growth, times
financial term, times a factor that represents match between
PV system output (adjusted for losses) and T&D system
load.
Environmental benefits recognize the fact that the
environmental footprint of PV is considerably smaller than
that of fossil-based generation. Environmental value equals
PV output times REC price—the incremental cost of
offsetting a unit of conventional generation.
Austin Energy commissioned CPR to produce a customized
version of the tool to incorporate the impacts of nodal
pricing in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas
(ERCOT) market.
3. AUSTIN ENERGY RESIDENTIAL SOLAR TARIFF
The calculation of the value of solar at Austin Energy
required a modification to the standard value tool methods
in order to incorporate Austin Energy’s nodal hourly prices.
These represent the direct generation costs to the utility on
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Fig. 1: Nodaal price and PV
V output for Jully 30, 2011.

V output weighhted nodal pricee is calculated by the
The PV
multipllying nodal maarket price by P
PV output factoor for each
hour, suumming the tootal value for thhe year, then diividing by
total annnual PV energgy production. The results aree presented
in Fig. 3.
The PV
V output weighhted nodal pricees range from 66.1 to 8.2¢
per kW
Wh, compared thhe system averrage nodal pricce of 4.4¢
per kW
Wh. Depending on configuratiion and orientaation, the
solar prremium can neearly double the value of solaar energy,
relativee to the averagee nodal price, w
which only refflects the
averagee energy value for base load ggeneration withh a
constannt output over tthe year.
The PV
V output weighhted nodal pricee was calculateed for the
near terrm (2 years) vaalue of energy produced by a solar
generattor. For energyy produced oveer the mid and llong
term—
—out to the 30 yyear expected liife of the solarr system—
Austin Energy used C
CPR’s value caalculator methoodology
describbed above.
The com
mbined calculaation approachh reflects the faact that
ERCOT
T nodal prices only reflect ennergy and geneeration
capacitty value. Total benefits of disstributed solar eenergy to
Austin Energy includde energy, geneeration capacityy, fuel
price heedge, T&D cappacity deferrals, environmentt, and loss
savingss.

Fig.22: Nodal price and PV outputt for August 3, 2011.

F
Fig. 3: Annual generation valu
ue and the solaar premium.

Fig. 4: PV value resullts by componeent and configuuration.

T
The value resullts from the Distributed PV Value
V
Calculato
or
m
methodology arre presented in
n Fig. 4. The fix
xed, south-faciing
P
PV system with
h a 30-degree tilt,
t the most co
ommon
cconfiguration and
a orientation in Austin Enerrgy’s service
territory inventory of some 1,500 distributed
d solar systemss,
is taken as the reference
r
systeem for the solarr tariff. For this
ssystem, the leveelized value off solar is calcullated as 12.8¢
pper kWh.

Finallyy, the value of ssolar rate workks to ensure thaat the
utility ccharges for its full cost of serrving the customer, even
if the cuustomer installls and operatess a distributed ggeneration
system. This approachh stands as a siignificant imprrovement
over thhe approach maany utilities aree trying to takee in setting
a standd-alone distribuuted generationn service rate aiimed at
recoverring fixed costss associated wiith providing eelectric
servicee and infrastruccture to self-gennerating custom
mers.

A
Austin Energy used the value of solar calcullation to design
na
ssimple, improv
ved residential solar
s
rate. Und
der the new tariiff,
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Austin Energy will calculate the
t residential customer’s
ccharges for elecctric service ass if the customeer had no solarr
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PV system at th
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d then credit thee customer’s biill
w
with an amountt equal to the current
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value off solar times th
he
tootal number off kWh produceed by the solar system. The
vvalue of solar iss recalculated each
e
along witth the utility’s
ffuel charge, to reflect
r
the currrent value of so
olar.

4. AUS
STIN ENERGY
Y REBATE

T
The new value of solar rate prrovides a moree fair and
aaccurate credit to the customeer for solar gen
neration than th
he
trraditionally calculated marginal avoided co
ost approach, an
nd
is more accuratte than the trad
ditional net mettering approach
h
oof crediting thee customer at th
he retail rate fo
or solar
ggeneration offsetting consump
ption and a maarginal avoided
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urthermore, by more fairly
ccrediting custom
mers for installling a higher-v
value generation
rresource on thee grid, the valuee of solar rate reduces
r
the
ppayback period
d for solar investments. And by
b decoupling
thhe credit from the customer’ss consumption of energy,
A
Austin Energy’’s proposed vallue of solar rate aligns the
ccustomer’s inceentives with a conservation
c
etthic—each
aadditional unit of saved energ
gy earns the cusstomer at least
thhe retail rate, and
a if it producces a unit of ex
xcess solar
ggeneration, gen
nerates the custtomer a full vallue of solar
ccredit.

While tthe new solar ttariff represents a more accurrate and
sophistticated calculattion of the avoiided costs to thhe utility,
Austin Energy’s rebat
ate program is iintended to proovide a
temporrary, supplemenntal incentive tto encourage customer
investm
ment in PV.
Since thhe solar tariff rreplaces bill saavings from nett metering
as the pprimary revenuue stream benefiting the custoomer, and
generattes greater valuue for the custoomer, the rebatte has to be
re-assesssed to ensure that the amounnt represents ann
equivallent level of coost-effectivenesss to the custom
merinvestoor.
The folllowing rebate analysis is forr the residentiall program
(comm
mercial rebates w
will be developped at a future date).
For proogram continuiity, the revised rebate will conntinue to
be calcuulated as it hass been in the paast:
$
%

$//

The proogram design aassumes an 8%
% per year dropp in PV
capital cost. Rebate leevels reduce coorrespondinglyy at
capacitty-based steps uuntil such timee as the rebate iis no
longer nnecessary.

S
Simple payback
k is taken as th
he measure of costc
eeffectiveness (aa different meaasure might be used for the
ccommercial pro
ogram), and thee only other incentive availab
ble
is the 30% fedeeral tax credit, assumed to be available for all
a
oof the years of the
t study.
O
Other assumptiions included in
n this examplee:
 PV cap
pital cost is $4
4.25 per Wdc.
 PV cap
pital cost reducction of 8% peer year.
 Prograam should lead
d to 10 MW of new capacity by
b
2020.
 Rebatee decreases to zero by 2020.
 Particiipation increases by 10% perr year.
 Leveliized value of so
olar is $0.128 per
p kWh.
 PV refference system
m is south facing
g, 30 tilt,
located
d in Austin, wiith a 95.5% inv
verter efficienccy.
S
Simply payback
k was calculateed for a range of
o customers and
a
ssystem sizes. For example, by
y modeling a reesidential
ccustomer on an
n E01 rate schedule with an orriginal annual
eelectric bill of $1,600
$
per yeaar, scaling an asssumed
rresidential load
d profile to corrrespond with th
his bill amountt,
m
modeling the hourly output off a 5 kWdc witth the referencee
ssystem location
n and orientatio
on, calculating monthly retaill
bbills and net meetering carryov
ver, the system
m would result in
i
aannual bill saviings to the custtomer of $701. The referencee
P
PV system wou
uld produce a total of 6,785 kWh,
k
so the
eeffective econo
omic benefit to the customer is
i $701 / 6,785
kkWh = 10.3¢ per kWh. At this level and thee current Austin
n
E
Energy rebate, the bill savings of the referen
nce PV system
ccorresponds to a simple paybaack of about 9 years.
U
Under this struccture, the 10 MW
M of capacity
y would be
eexpected to be installed by thee 2020 target date,
d
and the to
otal
pprogram cost may
m be calculatted.
B
By holding all other
o
values co
onstant, Austin
n Energy can
ccompare the paayback period associated
a
with
h a conventionaal
nnet metering ap
pproach (value of solar set at residential
eenergy rate) to that for the mo
ore comprehensively calculatted
vvalue (currently
y $0.128/kWh)).
A
Alternatively, the
t model can be
b used to adju
ust rebates to
aachieve a targett payback perio
od. At this timee, Austin Energy
is using the mo
odel to plan a multi-year
m
rebatte structure
ddesigned to acccomplish a speccific program capacity
c
level—
—a
M
MW goal.
A model was developed to caalculate requireed rebates undeer
aan exponentiallly descending capital
c
cost sceenario and
cconverted to caapacity based stteps using metthods described
d
ppreviously [4]. The structure of
o the stepwisee capacity-driven
rrebate is presen
nted in Fig 5 (th
he y-axis is inttentionally
uunspecified beccause the final rebate structru
ue is still in
pprocess).

Fig. 5: Austin Energyy rebate levels for residential costeffectivveness.

6. CON
NCLUSIONS
Austin Energy and CP
PR have used a multi-factor vvalue of
the solaar energy calcuulator to establish a new, propposed
“value of solar” residdential rate for rretail customerrs. This
excitingg innovation inn solar rate dessign uses a superior
avoidedd cost calculatiion and simpliffied net metering charge
and creedit approach too more fairly ccredit customerrs for the
value oof their solar geeneration, alignn solar rates wiith energy
conservvation, and adddress utility disstribution systeem costs.
The moore fair and acccurate value off solar rate alloows
utilitiess to adjust rebaates or other sppecial incentivees to focus
more nnarrowly on corrrecting for firsst-cost and other
investm
ment hurdles faaced by solar cuustomers.
With thhe help of an addditional cost-effectiveness m
model
developped by CPR, A
Austin Energy iis in the processs of
tuning its incentive prrograms to reach a specific program
capacitty goal while m
maintaining fideelity to costeffectivveness criteria. The study dem
monstrated a m
model for
structurring a stepped capacity-basedd rebate prograam. The
model iincorporates a declining PV pprice, a volumeetric
program
m goal, and a ccost-effectiveness test selecteed as the
most reelevant for the customer-inveestor.
The vallue calculator m
methodologiess were advanceed under
this stuudy to provide a means for inccorporating noodal
pricingg, specifically thhe prices systeem in place in tthe
ERCOT
T system. Thiss study illustratted the importaance of
calculaating the generaation value usinng properly tim
mesynchroonized solar ouutput modelingg because of the positive
correlattion between pprice and solar output. In the case of
Austin Energy, this “ssolar premium
m” resulted in generation
value oof solar as highh as twice the aaverage annual price,
dependding upon confi
figuration.
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